Background: Intraoperative indocyanine green videoangiography (ICG-VA) has been reported to be utilized in various cerebrovascular surgeries, wherein the blood flow is noticeably shown in white with a black background. ICG flow alone, but not other structures, can be observed using ICG-VA. We developed a novel high-resolution intraoperative imaging system using laser light source for simultaneously visualizing both visible light and near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence images of ICG-VA. Methods: We used a novel system for 14 cerebrovascular cases. The operative field was illuminated via an operating microscope using a novel laser light source with four bands at 464 (blue), 532 (green), 640 (red), and 785 nm (NIR region). The observed light from the operative field was split using a beam splitter cube into visible (420-660 nm) and NIR fluorescence emission light (832-900 nm). Images from the color video and NIR fluorescence emission windows were merged for visualization on a monitor screen simultaneously. Laser light was compared with xenon light, and both setups were tested for cerebrovascular surgeries. Results: Laser light has numerous advantages over xenon light. The present setup clearly visualized the color operative field with enhanced blood flow. Complete clipping or incomplete clipping with neck remnant or remnant flow into an aneurysm was confirmed in aneurysm surgeries. Feeding arteries and draining veins were easily distinguished in case of arteriovenous malformation. Conclusions: Using the present setup, we can observe the color operative field and enhanced blood flow using ICG in real time. This setup could facilitate various cerebrovascular surgeries.
Introduction
The usefulness of indocyanine green videoangiography (ICG-VA) has been reported in various cerebrovascular surgeries [1, 2] . Vessels are visibly demonstrated in white with a black background; however, other structures, such as occluded vessels, brain structures, and clips cannot be observed during ICG-VA.
We developed a high-resolution intraoperative imaging system (dual-image VA [DIVA)] for simultaneously visualizing both light and near-infrared (NIR) fluorescence images from ICG-VA [3] . The system enables the simultaneous observation of the operative field and enhanced blood flow by ICG [3, 4] . We also developed a novel laser light source for surgical microscopes [5] . The effectiveness of DIVA integrated with laser light was evaluated.
Methods
We developed a novel laser light source (MML-01; Mizuho Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) for surgical microscopes. The operative field was illuminated via an operating microscope using four bands at 464 (blue), 532 (green), 640 (red), and 785 nm (NIR region). The novel laser light has several advantages over conventional sources, such as the lack of harmful ultraviolet waves, longer lifespan, lower focal temperature, a wide range of brightness and color production, and improved safety for the user's vision. It was integrated using a surgical microscope (Leica OH6; Leica Microsystems GmbH, Wetzlar, Germany) with DIVA, allowing the simultaneous visualization of both light and NIR fluorescence images from ICG-VA. ICG was injected via a peripheral vein. The DIVA (MNIRC-200K; Mizuho Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) was split by beam splitter cube into visible (420-660 nm) and NIR fluorescence emission light (832-900 nm), and images of the color video window and NIR fluorescence emission window were merged for visualization on a monitor screen simultaneously.
The novel system was used in 14 cerebrovascular cases between October 2014 and March 2017, and the effectiveness of DIVA integrated with laser light was evaluated.
Results
Compared with xenon light, the laser light was bright, precise, and efficient in the observation of the deep part of the brain parenchyma, particularly at high magnification. All 14 cases showed a clearly visualized operative field, including both fluorescence-enhanced blood vessels and other structures. We confirmed complete clipping and preserved blood flow in the parent and perforating arteries in patients with aneurysm. Feeding vessels, passing arteries, and draining veins were visualized and detected in arteriovenous malformation surgery.
Surgeons can switch between a white-light binocular view to a simultaneous right monocular DIVA image and a left monocular white-light image. Thus, performing surgery while simultaneously observing both the light and DIVA-processed images was possible.
Illustrative Case
A 74-year-old woman with an anterior communicating artery aneurysm, which was incidentally found after evaluating dizziness, was referred to our hospital (Fig. 1) . Aneurysm clipping via bifrontal craniotomy was performed under the monitoring of motor-evoked potentials. Two clips were applied to the aneurysm neck. After clipping, the DIVA clearly revealed blood flow preservation in the anterior cerebral artery, median artery of the corpus callosum, recurrent artery of Heubner, obliteration of the aneurysm with the surrounding brain structures, and clip positions. The postoperative course was uneventful.
Discussion
Fluorescence angiography using ICG or fluorescein has been widely applied for visualizing blood flow in cerebrovascular surgeries [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] . We developed a high-resolution intraoperative imaging system for simultaneously visualizing both light and NIR fluorescence images from ICG-VA and a novel laser light source for surgical microscopes. In the present study, laser light could be superbly utilized for observation under the microscope because it had a wider range of color coordinates and brightness compared with xenon light. The DIVA integrated with laser light enabled us to better visualize visual and fluorescence images compared with xenon light because of the high absorption intensity of the NIR spectrum [5] .
Xenon light is the most frequently used light source in neurosurgical microscopes. However, it increases the focal temperature of the tissues, causing focal thermal injury. We compared the temperature between the laser light and xenon light sources [5] . The focal temperature on the surface illuminated by laser light had a significantly lower temperature than that illuminated by xenon light. This was primarily attributed to the lack of the highenergy wavelengths of ultraviolet rays and possibly to the ability to illuminate the surgical field with a lower level of illuminance than required for xenon light. Further examinations are necessary for the evaluation of the effectiveness of this novel light source in clinical cases.
The safety of laser light is essential in clinical cases. The laser light source has directivity, and coherence poses a risk to the human body. A novel laser light source diffuser panel that reduces the coherence to safe levels for surgeons' eyes and patients' neural tissues was developed for avoiding such light coherence. The photochemical and heat influence based on a Monte Carlo modeling was simulated, and safety was theoretically proven [5] .
Conclusion
We developed a novel high-resolution intraoperative imaging system using laser light source for the simultaneous visualization of both visible light and NIR fluorescence images of ICG-VA. Using this setup, we can observe the color operative field and enhanced blood flow by ICG in real time. For establishing the effectiveness of this setup, we will accumulate data from several cerebrovascular surgeries.
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